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The OpenLMIS journey

Shared Investment, 

Shared Benefit

Configurable and 

Extensible

Interoperable



Software features
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Requisitions:

Use stock data to generate orders 

Order Fulfillment:

Fulfill and ship orders based on 
stock on hand and send a Proof of 
Delivery 

Stock/Inventory Management:

Capture inventory data and stock 
movements to provide an overview of 
stock availability

Equipment (CCE):

Track cold chain equipment inventory, 
functional status; real-time alerts on 
device temperature

Mobile Integration:

Connect dispensing and supply 
information at the point of care through 
an integration with OpenSRP and stock 
management through mobile app.

Analytics and Reporting:

Use and display data with intuitive 
visualization that supports decision 
making



Path forward

OpenLMIS has decided to pursue 
a partnership with Vitalliance
to manage, scale and sustain 
the platform; while maintaining 
the values of its robust open 
source community.
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Vitalliance Stewardship
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Case Study - Why
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1. Identify Intellectual Property (IP) we have in OpenLMIS
○ that we owned
○ that owned within the community

2. Evaluate licensing options to capture revenue for sustainability
○ while meeting requirements of licenses of dependencies

3. Retain an Open Source community, for shared investment and benefit



Case Study - What’s IP + Licensing
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● IP is Intellectual Property, and applies to a given work
● The creator/author creates IP, and owns that IP by default, unless they assign it away
● Most employees sign an employment contract that assigns their IP to their employer
● Similarly many organizations when signing contracts will have a specific IP section that determines 

where created IP is assigned

● Licensing is how an IP owner allows others to use, extend, alter, re-package, etc a given work
● Defines what’s allowed, or not - the terms are part of the particular license
● There are many Open Source licenses, for example Open Source Initiative has about 100 licenses

https://opensource.org/


Case Study - Elements of IP
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Case Study - What we found important   
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● License with an Open Source license, common to find:
○ Open Source Initiative (code)
○ Creative Commons (docs)

● Inbound contributions:
○ This spells out who owns a contribution, and how that contribution is licensed
○ Harmony Agreements, among others, has templates

● Dependencies:
○ Know what they are
○ Enforce a policy to only select dependencies that are compatible with your license

● Revenue: If using a strong copyleft license, consider how that impacts the community’s ability to 
sell proprietary access to value-added services.

● Trade Mark: Be deliberate to how Trademark rights are utilized.

https://opensource.org/
https://creativecommons.org/
http://harmonyagreements.org/


Case Study - What OpenLMIS found
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● IP Ownership
○ Ownership held at VillageReach and JSI
○ Ownership will remain unchanged.  Retaining ownership to VillageReach ensures that there is 

a fiscal sponsor that matches donor rules and non-profit requirements
○ We will continue to explore the need for a new owner longer term, ideally a fiscal sponsor 

exists for open source global (health) goods
● License: We had a strong copyleft license (AGPLv3), we are keeping it:

○ Strong copyleft ensures the community that what we have today remains strongly protected 
as Open Source.

○ OpenLMIS v3’s microservice architecture allows for Vitialiance to build new services, licensed 
under a proprietary license, to sell access to value-added services.



Case Study - What OpenLMIS is doing
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● Upstream dependencies will continue to need to have an OSI license
● Inbound Contribution will sign a Contributor Assignment Agreement (CAA) for most, Contributor 

License Agreement (CLA) for some:
○ Contribution Agreement ensures we know who owns which IP - deliberate and accountable
○ CAA ensures that we have fewer, known, IP owners, which makes it simpler to track what’s 

owned, by who, and ensure the license is appropriate.
○ CLA gives flexibility to the community to allow select community members to contribute, 

retain IP, and agree that their contribution can always be re-licensed to another open source 
license if needed



Case Study - What OpenLMIS is doing
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● Trademark:
○ Is not currently registered, rather it falls in common-law use, and could be registered later

■ If we ever want to register, important to track when and where we use it
○ Registration could be useful in the future to police the brand (designate official vs. non)
○ Community use so far is within our norms, we will not register it now
○ In any future IP ownership transfer, it might help to register, and that’s an option the 

community can pursue. 



Case Study - Overview
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● In a nutshell
○ What does the community own (code, documentation, trademarks)
○ Who owns it (author, contracts that alter ownership)
○ How IP for inbound contributions (Contribution Agreement) work (CAA and CLA)
○ License (OpenLMIS staying strong copyleft w/ AGPLv3)
○ Upstream dependencies - what can you do/not do with from their license
○ Revenue for Sustainability - possible to stay with strong copyleft license, enabled by the 

software architecture of OpenLMIS v3(microservices)

● Be Deliberate!
○ Consult your own legal counsel



What does Open License mean for Public and 
Private Sector
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- Open - all use but all contribute and make OpenLMIS better for all

- Implementation - Software is free but cost involved with hosting, 
infrastructure, implementation, and support. 

- New functionality developed might come at a fee for use. Other 
options include SaaS.

- Moving from donor funded to privately operated (Stewards) - need 
to ensure sustainable so requires strong community and funding 
mechanisms



Sustainability of Open Source
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Vitalliance thoughts regarding sustainability of OpenLMIS

- Link with other systems and offer services that can expand SC 
offering

- Support implementation - speed of implementation and hosting, 
implementing and support

- Data commercialisation - drive value from data 

Vitalliance will provide support on core product, ensure that 
product does not fork and ensure community supports building out 
of the functionality



Thank you!
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Case Study: 

https://openlmis.org/intellectual-property-for-global-goods-an-
openlmis-case-study/

To join OpenLMIS community email Pranil Singh at 
pranil.singh@openlmis.org

Q & A?

https://openlmis.org/intellectual-property-for-global-goods-an-openlmis-case-study/
mailto:pranil.singh@openlmis.org

